WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW about skin cancer and treatment:

Skin cancer is the most common cancer in America, one that requires expert treatment. Consider these facts:

- More than 5 million skin cancers are treated yearly in the U.S.
- 3.3 million Americans are treated each year
- 1 in 5 people will be diagnosed in their lifetime
- Treatment costs an estimated $8.1 billion each year
- Each year, there are more new cases of skin cancer than all other cancers combined

SKIN CANCER: A growing epidemic

MOHS SURGERY: The gold standard in skin cancer treatment

HIGHEST CURE RATE
- Up to 99% for primary tumors
- Up to 94% for recurrent tumors

PATIENT-CENTERED
- Single visit in office setting
- Local anesthesia

COST-EFFECTIVE
- Single outpatient surgery
- Includes pathology & wound repair

BEST OUTCOME
- Leaves smallest defect
- Maximizes aesthetic result

MOST PRECISE
- Examines 100% of tumor margin
- Spares healthy tissue

FELLOWSHIP TRAINING: Why it sets us apart

- 1-2 years additional training post-residency
- Minimum 500 cases during training
- Exposure to rare and complex tumor pathology, difficult tumor locations, and complex wound reconstruction
- Training programs must pass a rigorous application and review process

American College of Mohs Surgery
Fellowship trained skin cancer and reconstructive surgeons
www.MohsCollege.org

Find a fellowship-trained Mohs surgeon near you:
www.SkinCancerMohsSurgery.org / 1-800-500-7224